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THE RINEHART BUFFALO TARGET™ HELPS SERIOUS BOWHUNTERS PRACTICE FOR BIG GAME 
Perfect Your Aim All Season Long Using Rinehart’s® Buffalo Target  

 
Any experienced bowhunter can tell you that hunting a massive and extremely vast animal such as a buffalo takes 
precise practice and impeccable precision prior to stepping into the field.  That’s why the renowned makers of 
innovative 3-D targets, Rinehart Targets® have created the durable Rinehart Buffalo Target™ — providing 
bowhunters with a authentic practice experience for preparing for the big hunt.  
 
You’ll feel like you’re on the prairie with the life-like and durable Rinehart Buffalo™ Target set up in your backyard, 
as it mimics the realistic size, anatomy and appearance of the real thing.  With its detailed sculpting and design 
that outlines the animals “vitals”, bowhunters will gain practical experience that will ultimately translate into greater 
confidence and accuracy in the field. 
 
Rinehart Targets are built to take the toughest punishment — weatherproof and so durable they can survive  
even the harshest conditions.  The Rinehart Buffalo Target boasts Rinehart’s signature solid self-healing foam 
body, allowing this Buffalo to take hits from fieldpoints to broadheads and expandables, which heal in seconds.  
Thanks to this innovative technology, the rugged Rinehart Buffalo Target can handle your best shots over and 
over and still stand strong for seasons to come.  Plus, this rugged target is hassle-free as its unique Rinehart  
solid self-healing foam allows every arrow to pull out with ease — eliminating the need for additional arrow-pulling 
devices.  This unique target also features Rinehart’s patented locking inserts, which are a cost-effective way to 
further extend the life and enjoyment of the target by easily replacing its core outlined “vitals” area with a  
new core. 
 
The life-like Rinehart Buffalo Target features a simulated weight of 1,000 pounds and stretches a whopping  
55”H X 55”L.  While you’d need a team of hunting buddies to help you move the real thing, this lightweight Buffalo 
can be set up in a snap when it’s time for practice, and easily stored away during the off-season. 
 
For more information about the Rinehart Buffalo Target or the complete line of 3-D targets for bowhunters and 
competitive archers, contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Ave., Janesville, WI 53546 • Telephone: (608) 757-8153.  
Or visit www.rinehart3d.com.  
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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